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The London Market


World’s leading market for internationally traded insurance and
reinsurance



Only location where all 20 of the world’s largest insurers and
reinsurers have offices



Employs 35,000 people in London and another 17,000 in the UK



Huge concentration of underwriting and broking expertise, capital and
support services

IUA Mission Statement and Key Priorities
Mission Statement
To secure an optimal trading environment for London insurance companies.
Key Objectives
 Transform business processes by driving a modernising agenda of
digitisation and automation
 Deliver knowledge and expertise for innovative underwriting and claims
handling
 Represent members on matters of public policy and regulation

IUA Membership

IUA Membership

IUA Clauses Committee
18 IUA member companies, three broking firms and one legal representative.
Recently published IUA clauses:







IUA Financial Interest Clause 09-090 (April 2022)
IUA Indexation Clause 02-033 (December 2021)
IUA Cladding and Fire Safety Clauses 04-022 and 04-023 (November 2021)
IUA EIL Cyber Clauses 02-027 – 02-030 (December 2020)
IUA Professional Indemnity Cyber clauses 04-017, 04-018 (November 2020)
IUA Territorial and Claims Jurisdiction clauses 09-083 and 09-089 (2019 and 2020)

IUA Clauses
Online document library providing free access to all London Market model clauses
published by the IUA

Model Clauses
 Why do we publish model clauses?
 Strict Competition Law parameters:
“It is not compulsory for the clauses/wordings to be used as drafted, nor are they intended to replace
the exercise of independent judgement. It is the responsibility of each individual company to judge
their own circumstances when deciding whether or not to use a particular clause. Advice should be
sought from legal advisors for clarification of the use and the intension of these wordings.
The IUA does not accept any responsibility for the subsequent interpretation of the clauses/wordings.
Comments and guidance notes are included purely for information purposes only.”

 Freely available
 The clause drafting process
 Accompanying guidance

Session Agenda
1. Overview of the structure and key features of insurance contracts:







Insuring Clauses and Policy Triggers
Sum Insured, Limit of Liability, Deductible and Excess, Schedule
Conditions and Warranties
Duties and Rights of the Insurers and the Insured
Exclusions
Legal Frameworks

2. Practical Application – Claim Scenarios and Example Wordings
3. Q&A and Discussion
4. What IUA would like to get out of the session?

How many individuals from
within your company are
involved in the insurance
process?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.
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Insuring Clauses
 Describe what is covered by the policy
 Often called “operative clauses”
 Always check sub clauses – do they qualify cover?
 How are the insuring clauses separated? Are there specific covers?

Examples of insuring clauses
 The Insurer will indemnify an Insured against civil liability …
 This Policy, subject to the terms, exclusions, limitations and conditions
contained herein or endorsed hereon, insures against risks of direct
physical loss of or damage to Insured Property
 The Insurer shall pay to or on behalf of an Insured Person any Loss
resulting from a Claim

Be mindful
 Defined terms
 Writebacks
 Exclusions
 General interplay with the wording

Policy triggers
 The event that must occur before a particular liability policy applies to a
given loss
 Material damage policy is typically triggered by 'physical loss or
damage' to the property insured. Similarly, cover under third party
liability policies might be triggered by the insured being legally liable to
a third party for 'physical damage' to their property
 What else may be relevant?

Policy triggers – Claims Made
 Policies can be written on two bases – 'claims made' or 'claims
occurring', sometimes also 'claims arising' or 'losses occurring’
 Claims Made:
The Underwriters shall indemnify the Insured in respect of each Claim first made against the
Insured during the Policy Period in respect of any civil liability (including liability for claimants’
costs, expenses and disbursements) arising out of or in connection with the conduct of any
Professional Business carried on by, or on behalf of, the Insured.

 A claims made policy will pay out for any valid claim first made during
the policy period, regardless of when the incident or alleged breach of
duty occurred
 Retro date

Policy triggers – Claims Occurring


A Claims Occurring policy covers claims that occur during the policy period
irrespective of when the claim is made



Company XYZ is insured with Insurer A from period 1 January 2022 – 31
December 2022 but finds a more competitive quote and moves insurers as of 1
January 2023



On 2 January 2023 a liability claim is reported to Insurer A where the incident
date was 30 December 2022. As the incident occurred when Insurer A was
insuring Company XYZ, claims occurring liability trigger ensures that Company
XYZ is adequately covered even though they are no longer insured with Insurer A



EL / General Liability policies on a Claims Occurring basis

Limit of Indemnity
 The maximum amount of the Insurer’s liability for any claim or claims
under a policy. Each policy should state whether the limit is
 Any one occurrence
 Any one occurrence and in the aggregate
 Any one Insured Event
 Costs in additions / Costs inclusive
 Sub limits / Stacking of Limits

Deductible or Excess
 Excess – An agreed amount that the Insured must pay before the
Insurer will meet the claim. Under a policy with a limit of £1 million
and an excess of £100,000, on the occurrence of a £1.1 million
loss, the insured will bear the first £100,000, and the insurer the
next £1 million
 Deductible - The amount which is deducted from the indemnity
under an insurance contract. The insured is in effect its own insurer
up to the amount stipulated in the deductible. For example, if the
policy provides an indemnity of £1 million and a deductible of
£100,000 and the insured suffers a loss of £1.1 million, the insurer
will only be liable for £900,000 (£1 million less £100,000)

Final thoughts
 When interpreting a written contract, the court is concerned to
identify the intention of the parties by reference to reasonableness
 Keep records of your communications
 Understand the interplay between Schedule and policy wording
 Talk to your broker and/or Insurer- they want to listen
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Contract Terms – Conditions and Warranties
Types of Conditions
 Condition Precedent to Contract
 Contractual provision ensuring that before the contract can be
executed or to ensure the contract can remain in force, certain
requirements must be met.
 Condition Precedent to Liability
 Contractual provision ensuring that before the (re)insurers will pay
a valid claim certain requirements must be complied with.
 Innominate Conditions
 A provision in the contract that cannot be determined as either a
condition or a warranty.

Contract Terms – Conditions and Warranties
Warranties - Before Insurance Act (2015)
 What is the impact of a warranty in an (re)Insurance Contract?
 A breach of warranty within an (re)insurance contract, no matter
how immaterial to the insured risk, operates automatically to
discharge the (re)insurer from all liability under that contract from
the date of the breach.
 Basis of Contract Clauses – turned all the (re)insured’s precontractual representations into warranties
Warranties - After Insurance Act (2015)
 What is the impact of a warranty in an (re)Insurance Contract?
 Warranties are now “suspensive” in nature. The (re)insurer’s
liability is suspended for the duration of the breach.
 Basis of Contract Clauses – abolished.

Contract Terms – Conditions and Warranties
Warranties
 Contracting Out of the Insurance Act
 If a provision of the contract goes to the heart of the risk – the
(re)insurers will consider whether to contract out of the Insurance
Act. The warranty will then apply as it would have prior to the
Insurance Act.
 Drafting
 Use clear and unambiguous language.
 Avoid “cluttering” the warranty with too may requirements. Make
one point at a time.

Contract Terms – Exclusions
Purpose of an Exclusion
Exclusions are a tool within the Contract to define, from the outset, the
specific risks/property/perils which will not be covered by insurers in any
event under the policy.
Many of these exclusions will fall into the following categories:
 Catastrophic i.e. war exclusions, natural catastrophes.
 Intentional actions i.e. insured’s own malicious damage.
 Covered elsewhere
 Illegal actions i.e. fraud or criminal activity
 Maintenance issues i.e. wear and tear, improper precautions.
 Easy to control i.e. Insured could have minimised or avoided loss.

Contract Terms – Exclusions
Preamble
 This policy does not cover any damage caused directly by…..
 This policy does not cover any damage caused directly or indirectly
by…..
 This policy does not cover any loss, damage, liability, cost or
expenses caused directly or indirectly by or arising out of…..
Are you doubling up?
 This policy excludes any loss, damage, liability or expenses caused
directly or indirectly by or arising out of:
 (a) Any damage caused by…..

Contract Terms – Exclusions
Case Study – Sub Contractor Damage
Sub Contractors damaged a flat roof during repairs. Insurers thought they
had an exclusion for damage caused by sub contractors.
However, the Contract doubled up on the Preamble to the exclusion
They are to be read as one sentence:
Loss or damage caused by…..
(a) Damage caused by Sub contractors
Instead of excluding damage caused by sub contractors – the exclusion
actually applied in respect of secondary damage instead. Therefore the
loss that was expected to be excluded was in fact covered.

Contract Terms – Exclusions
Write Backs
Allow limited cover to be “written back” from an exclusion within the contract.
Poor Drafting
Write backs have the potential to extending the original cover.
The write back should always be linked with the coverage being afforded under the
contract.
Limits
A write back will expose the full limit of the contract – some write backs will often
carry a sub limit.
Burden of Proof
The burden of proof shifts from exclusion to write back.

Contract Terms – Exclusions
Consider the Burden of Proof

Insured

Insurer
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Legal Framework for Interpretation
“The policy is to be interpreted objectively by asking what a reasonable
person, with all the background knowledge which would reasonably have
been available to the parties when they entered into the contract, would
have understood the language of the contract to mean. This involves a
consideration of the words used in their documentary, factual and
commercial context.”
Wood v Capita Insurance Services Ltd [2017] UKSC 24

Legal Framework – some Latin terms
Contra proferentem
•

Against the offeror - where a term is ambiguous that term will be
interpreted against the party putting it forward

Expressio unius est exclusion alterius
•

The express mention of one thing excludes all the others – items which
are not listed are presumed not to be covered

Jusdem generis
•

Of the same kinds, class or nature - general words following two or
more specific words restricted to the same type as the preceding
specific words

Legal Framework – some recent principles
General exclusions v specific extensions
•

where a general exclusion and a specific extension conflict the general
exclusion may be disapplied if its not clear how they should apply
together.

Exclusions define the risk
•

exclusions in insurance differ from exclusions in non-insurance
contracts as they define the risk that the insurer is willing to assume
rather than restrict a parties legal liability but…

Narrow interpretation of exclusions
•

a narrow interpretation of exclusions will be favoured as opposed to
automatically interpreting the exclusion against the party seeking to
rely on it.

Legal Framework – some recent principles
Multiple Insureds and Limits
•

Where there are multiple insureds to a policy it should make clear if the
policy is joint or composite and how the limits should apply in where
there is more than one insured to ensure limits apply as intended
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Scenario 1
The Insured, IUA Group Ltd and its subsidiaries, own several buildings. A
person protesting the ‘takeover of the world by computers’ smashes the
windows of one of Accident Ltd’s building causing £20,000 of damage and
some other protesters start a ‘caveman fire’ in buildings owned by
Unfortune Co Ltd causing £10,000 of damage.
The policy terms:
The Insured: IUA Group Ltd and its subsidiaries including Inspire Co
Limited, Unfortune Co Ltd and Accident Ltd
Insuring Clause
The Insurers will indemnify the Insured for Property Damage caused to
the Premises by fire happening during the Period of Insurance.

1. Would the damage to Accident Ltd’s building be covered?
2. Would the damage to Unfortune Co Ltd’s building be covered?

Would the damage to
Accident Ltd's building be
covered?
ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Would the damage to
Unfortunate Co Ltd's
building be covered?
ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Scenario 1 – some more policy terms…
Extensions
This Policy is extended to cover Property Damage caused by Malicious
Persons.
Sub-Limit of Indemnity: GBP 20,000 in the aggregate during the Period of
Insurance.
Exclusions
This policy excludes:
1. any loss, damage, liability, cost or expense directly arising out of
the operation of a computer, server or CCTV system.
2. any loss, damage, liability, cost or expense caused by rioters,
strikers or other malicious persons.

Do these clauses change your answer to 1 and 2?

Scenario 1
The Insured, IUA Group Ltd and its
subsidiaries, own several buildings. A
person protesting the ‘takeover of the
world by computers’ smashes the
windows of one of Accident Ltd’s building
causing £20,000 of damage and some
other protesters start a ‘caveman fire’ in
buildings owned by Unfortune Co Ltd
causing £10,000 of damage.
The policy terms:

Extensions
This Policy is extended to cover Property
Damage caused by Malicious Persons.
Sub-Limit of Indemnity: GBP 20,000 in the
aggregate during the Period of Insurance.
Exclusions
This policy excludes:
1.

any loss, damage, liability, cost
or expense directly arising out of
the operation of a computer,
server or CCTV system.

2.

any loss, damage, liability, cost
or expense caused by rioters,
strikers or other malicious
persons.

The Insured: IUA Group Ltd and its
subsidiaries including Inspire Co Limited,
Unfortune Co Ltd and Accident Ltd
Insuring Clause
The Insurers will indemnify the Insured
for Property Damage caused to the
Premises by fire happening during the
Period of Insurance.

Would exclusion 1 operate
to exclude the claim?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Would exclusion 2 operate
to exclude the claim?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

What should the
settlement be?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Answers to takeaway
Exclusion 1 would only exclude things “directly
arising out” of the operation of a computer, server
or CCTV system – point on the narrow
interpretation of exclusions

Exclusion 2 references strikers and
rioters but also “other malicious
persons” – jusdem generis rule

There is more than one “insured” and the
sub-limit for malicious persons is not clear
if it applies to each insured or to all
insured’s in the aggregate – from Corbyn &
King v AXA

It is unclear how exclusion 2 and the extension could
operate together so the exclusion should not be applied
to the specific extension – FCA test case general
exclusions and specific extensions.

Scenario 2 - Fair Presentation
•

Mr G wants to develop some land and approaches Mr S. They agree terms and
set up IUA No 1 Ltd to develop the land. Mr G and Mr S become directors of IUA
No 1 Ltd. Mr S was largely based abroad and there were no meetings in person
between them and they only spoke on the phone with little other input from Mr S.

•

Quote contained the following:
The proposer for insurance, its partners or directors or any other person who
plays a significant role in managing or organising the business activities, have
not, either personally or in any business capacity, been convicted of a criminal
offence or charged (but not yet tried) with a criminal offence.
•

Policy is incepted and then renewed. Renewal documents state:

You must make a fair presentation of the risk and if you do not tell us about
any changes, or fail to advise us of any inaccuracies or omissions, your policy
may not protect you in the event of a claim…

Scenario 2 - Fair Presentation
•

IUA No 1 Ltd makes a claim under its policy. Subsequently informed Insurer of
claim against Mr S in his capacity as director of another company and not
personal capacity having been filed abroad.

•

Insurer denied claim and said IUA No 1 Ltd had not made a fair presentation of
the risk to it and that, had the true position been known, it would not have entered
into the variation and/or renewal of the policy.
•

The materiality of a particular fact is a question of fact and is to be
determined by the circumstances of each case and is to be tested at the time
of placement and not by reference to subsequent events

•

Questions around criminal conduct and charges, whether proven or
otherwise, are likely to be material.

Was the insurer entitled to
decline cover?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Scenario 3
“During the War…”
Mr Coxe had taken out a life insurance
policy. He was working on the railway and
was checking the sentries one night as part
of his railway duties.
All the railway lights had been extinguished
under the wartime regulations.
Mr Coxe was unfortunately hit and killed by
a train whilst performing his duties.

Scenario 3
Was the Preamble broad enough?
The following exclusion was included on Mr Coxe’s policy:
“Any claim directly or indirectly caused by war…”
The insurers argued therefore that the exclusion applied to the contract
and Mr Coxe’s claim was not covered.
What do you think?

Was the Preamble broad
enough?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

Scenario 3
Was the Preamble broad enough?
The answer was Yes.
The court affirmed that as the railway station was in darkness under the
war regulations, even though this was a remote cause of the loss,
because of the use of “indirectly” within the exclusion – the exclusion was
deemed to have applied.
This was one of the determining cases in the language used to widen the
scope of exclusions.
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What should be done to
improve the insurance
policy wordings process?
ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

